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The four elements are Fire, Earth, Air, and Water. The Fire signs are Aries, Leo, and 
Sagittarius; the Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn; the Air signs are Gemini, 
Libra, and Aquarius; and the Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. The element 

language describes the plane of expression for a planet, and the qualities associated with each 
element determine what you expect and what you will fail to notice or recognize when expressing 
the Universal and personal puzzle pieces associated with a planet.  

Fire Language
When a planet speaks a Fire language, it views each of its associated puzzle pieces as something that 
you experience and actively participate in.

The language of Fire expresses in the realm of life and spirit. Fire is outgoing, energizing, and 
transforming, and it’s also the most self-motivated of the elemental languages. Planets in Fire signs 
are concerned with the question of identity, and view everything through a personal context. A 
planet in a Fire sign will always act out of self-interest, if only because when a planet speaks a Fire 
language, it doesn’t always realize that other people may see things differently. 

Planets in Fire signs recharge through physical activity, especially physical activity outdoors 
and in the Sun, which is ultimately the strongest representation of the element of Fire. 

Earth Language
When a planet speaks a Earth language, it views each of its associated puzzle pieces as something 
tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

The language of Earth expresses in the realm of form on the physical and material plane. Earth 
is practical, substantial, and material, and concerned with matter and how to deal with it. Earth 
is passive and receptive; it must be acted on and formed by external energies. Earth stays in one 
place and does not move, and when a planet speaks an Earth language, it becomes more stable 
and grounded. Issues of practical value and material worth motivate planets that speak an Earth 
language. 

Planets in Earth signs recharge by connecting with the earth. This includes anything that puts 
them in direct contact with nature. 

Air Language
When a planet speaks an Air language, it views each of its associated puzzle pieces as an abstract, 
intellectual, mental, or social construct.

Element 
Languages
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The language of Air expresses in the mental, social, and intellectual realms. Air moves with 
great speed, traveling horizontally across the surface and forming connections between all that it 
encounters. Planets that speak the language of Air are the most comfortable in the realm of abstract 
ideas and concepts, symbols, and communication. All of the Air signs are double signs, and planets 
in Air signs involve relationships: with the environment (Gemini), with other individuals (Libra), 
or with society (Aquarius).

Planets in Air signs recharge through social and mental activity, but also through direct 
experience of air. This can include everything from deep breathing to kite flying, to riding a 
motorcycle or roller coaster and feeling the rush of the wind. 

Water Language
When a planet speaks a Water language, it views each of its associated puzzle pieces as a feeling that 
you may not be able to describe or define, but you know when you encounter it.

The language of Water expresses on the emotional plane. Water sinks, always seeking the lowest 
and deepest point, and water will continue to flow until it is contained. Water has no shape or 
structure of its own, and instead takes on the characteristics and form of its container. Planets that 
speak a Water language seek to express the deepest, most primal emotions, and to explore the needs 
and longings of the soul. 

Planets in Water signs recharge through intense emotional connections, as well as through 
proximity to water. 

QUALITIES of the ELEMENTS
The four elements represent the four realms of existence. Fire is the spiritual realm; Water is the 

emotional realm; Air is the mental realm; and Earth is the material realm. Each realm has distinct 
qualities and functions, and yet connections and commonalities exist between each of the four 
elements. 

The diagram on the following page illustrates the most important qualities and connections 
between the four elements. 

Vertical Axis Polarities: Fire & Water vs. Air & Earth
Subjective (Fire & Water) vs. Objective (Air & Earth)
Subjective means based on personal opinions and bias, while objective means being free from 
personal opinions or bias. It’s important not to confuse this axis with feeling vs. thinking. Thoughts 
can be either objective or subjective, and so can feelings. 

Personal (Fire & Water) vs. Impersonal (Air & Earth)
This axis is closely related to subjective vs. objective, but it’s not the same thing. When something 
is personal, your subjective perspective is focused on how things affect you. Personal can also 
extend to your subjective ideas of how things affect other people (although mostly this involves you 
projecting your ideas of how you would be affected). When something is impersonal, it’s objective, 
but it’s also specifically unconcerned with how it will affect you (or anyone else). 
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Horizontal Axis Polarities: Fire & Air vs. Water & Earth
Abstract (Fire & Air) vs. Concrete (Water & Earth)
Fire and Air are abstract. They are concerned with ideas, concepts, and visions, and they are 
motivated by creative potential. Water and Earth are concrete. They are concerned with application, 
execution, and expression. They are motivated by creative outcome. 

Expressive (Fire & Air) vs. Receptive (Water & Earth)
Fire and Air are expressive in nature. They project energy, ideas, and thoughts and embody the 
masculine principle of creation. Water and Earth are receptive in nature. They receive impressions, 
which they bring into manifestation. Water and Earth embody the feminine principle of creation. 
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Element Language Template
These exercises will help you to assemble the Element Language Templates. You will fill in the 
blank with the relevant Universal Puzzle Piece or personal puzzle piece that you are considering. 
You will replace the Element variables with the appropriate options from the list below. 

You view _______________ as [Element 1]

To pursue _______________ you [Element 2]

You expect _________ to be [Element 3a] and may not recognize it when it 

is [Element 3b].

ELEMENT 1: Plane of Existence

FIRE
…something that you experience and actively participate in.

EARTH
…something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

AIR
…an abstract, intellectual, mental, or social construct.

WATER
…a feeling that you may not be able to describe or define, but you know when you encounter it. 

ELEMENT 2: Qualities of Expression

FIRE
…take action and expend energy, operating with great intensity until you run out of fuel and can’t 
continue. 

EARTH
…make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical resources to construct a path to reach your 
objective. 

AIR
…pursue an intellectual understanding of the goal, exchange ideas and opinions with others, and 
explore theories and strategies.
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WATER
…search for a deeper understanding on the inner, emotional plane and allow your feelings to guide 
you on the path.

ELEMENT 3: Contrary Qualities

FIRE
(a) … subjective, personal, abstract, and expressive
(b) … objective, impersonal, receptive, or concrete

EARTH
(a) … objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete
(b) … subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive

AIR
(a) … objective, impersonal, abstract, and expressive
(b) … subjective, personal, concrete, or receptive

WATER
(a) … subjective, personal, receptive, and concrete
(b) … objective, impersonal, expressive, or abstract.
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T his is the completed Notes & Observations for Lucille Ball. This uses the process (and 
templates) demonstrated in the Natal Interpretation Synthesis Class, so these notes 
are slightly different from the earlier version of the notes in the Natal Interpretation 

Foundations Class workbook. 
I have omitted my observations (which were included in the original example in the workbook). 

This gives you the opportunity to work from the notes and create your own observations for Lucille 
Ball, and to build on those observations as you incorporate the new tools and templates included in 
this program.

I have followed the precise model of the template, and kept the color-coding so that the text 

shown in red represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the variables in the template and the text 

shown in blue represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the house-related (personal puzzle piece) 
components. 

 

Lucille Ball 
Notes & Observations
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PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of 
HAPPINESS (1st and 11th Houses)

PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of HAPPINESS (1st and 11th)

HAPPINESS: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Happiness
Your responsibility IS your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your authority IS your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your money IS your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your skills and talents ARE your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your reputation IS your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your advancement IS your happiness IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Mars Conjunct Saturn (4th/5th Houses)
Your foundation IS your happiness.
Your sanctuary IS your happiness.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your happiness.
Your benefactor IS your happiness.

VENUS-Related Happiness
Your validation needs ARE your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your Core Values ARE your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your creativity IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your recreation & risk ARE your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your reputation IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your advancement IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Happiness
Saturn (Ruler 1st House) TRINE Venus (Ruler 5th, 10th, Almuten 1st) [4s16]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your happiness and your creativity, 

recreation and risk, reputation, advancement, happiness, avatar.

Neptune in the 7th House SEXTILE Saturn (Ruler of 1st House) [2a32]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations of 

other people, affecting your happiness. 
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Venus (Almuten of 1st House) TRINE Saturn (Ruler 1st, 2nd House) [4s16]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your happiness and your avatar, happiness, 

money, skills and talents. 

Uranus in the 1st House TRINE Venus (Almuten 1st House) [2a51]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and 

issues with rejection, abandonment, and unreliability coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your happiness. 

Neptune in 7th House SEXTILE Venus (Almuten 1st House) [1s43]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations of 

other people, affecting your happiness. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Happiness
Pluto in 6th House SQUARE Venus (Almuten 1st House) [4a38]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your happiness. 

PLANETS in 1st House — Use Happiness Resources
The Moon, the Ruler of 7th House IN the 1st House
You will use your personal interests and happiness to manage your subjective safety needs, navigate 

towards better-feeling thoughts, improve the quality of your one-to-one relationships, and appreciate 

the good qualities in other people.

HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
happiness. 
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PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: NOTES 

MARS-Related Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Your anger IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary. 

Your ego IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary. 

Your foundation IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary. 

Your sanctuary IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary. 

Mars Conjunct Saturn (4th/5th House)
Your happiness IS your aspirations and acquisitions.
Your avatar IS your aspirations and acquisitions.
Your money IS your aspirations and acquisitions.
Your skills & talents ARE your aspirations and acquisitions.
Your reputation IS your aspirations and acquisitions.
Your advancement IS your aspirations and acquisitions.

ASPECTS — Support Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Mars (Ruler 11th House) TRINE Mercury (Ruler 6th, 9th Houses) [4a17]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and 
aspirations and your job, sickness, danger zone, and beliefs.

ASPECTS — Challenge Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Mars (Ruler 11th House) SQUARE Sun (Ruler 8th House, Almuten 4th House) [0a49]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations and your debt, shared resources, foundation, 

sanctuary.

Pluto in the 6th House SEMI-SQUARE Mars (Ruler 11th House) [0s38]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation 

coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and 

coworkers, affecting your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations.

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the pursuit of happiness. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 1st HOUSE AND 11th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Consider the dynamic between actual happiness and the pursuit of happiness. 
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PART 2: PROSPERITY (2nd and 8th Houses)

MONEY: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Money
Your responsibility IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your authority IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your happiness IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your avatar IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your reputation IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Your advancement IS your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Mars Conjunct Saturn (4th/5th Houses)
Your foundation IS your money.
Your sanctuary IS your money.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your money.
Your benefactor IS your money.

Part of Fortune-Related Money
VENUS Rules Part of Fortune in Taurus in the 5th House
Your validation needs ARE your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your Core Values ARE your money IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

ASPECTS — Support Money & Prosperity
Saturn (Ruler 2nd House) TRINE Venus (Ruler 5th, 10th, Almuten 1st) [4s16]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your money and your creativity, recreation 

and risk, reputation, advancement, happiness, and avatar.

Neptune in the 7th House SEXTILE Saturn (Ruler of 1st House) [2a32]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations of 

other people, affecting your money and resources. 

MONEY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
money. 
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DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: NOTES 

SUN-Related Debt
Your integrity IS your debt IN your debts and shared resources.

Your authentic Self IS your debt IN your debts and shared resources..
Your foundation IS your debt IN your debts and shared resources..
Your sanctuary IS your debt IN your debts and shared resources..

ASPECTS — Challenge Debt
The Sun (Ruler 8th House) SQUARE Mars (Ruler 4th, 11th Houses) [0a49]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 

between your debt and your foundation, sanctuary, aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

Pluto in the 6th House SEMI-SQUARE the Sun (Ruler 8th House) [0a11]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation 

coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and 

coworkers, affecting your debt and shared resources

PLANETS in 8th House — Create Debt & Use Shared Resources
The Sun, the Ruler of 8th House, almuten 4th House IN the 8th House
You will collaborate, use shared resources, ask for favors, or use other people’s money to align with your 

personal standards of integrity, connect to your authentic “Big S” Self, repay your debts and discharge 

your obligations, merge your assets and manage your shared resources, strengthen your foundation 

and stabilize your life, and protect your privacy and recharge your batteries.

DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
debt, obligations, and shared resources. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 2ND HOUSE AND 8TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Explore the relationship between 2nd house money and 8th house debt. 
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PART 3: FOUNDATION and SAFETY (4th House and the Moon)

FOUNDATION: NOTES 

MARS-Related Foundation
Your anger IS your foundation IN your personal life and your sanctuary.
Your ego IS your foundation IN your personal life and your sanctuary.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your foundation IN your personal life and your sanctuary.
Your benefactor IS your foundation IN your personal life and your sanctuary.

Saturn Conjunct Mars (4th/5th House)
Your happiness IS your foundation.
Your avatar IS your foundation.
Your money IS your foundation.
Your skills & talents ARE your foundation.
Your reputation IS your foundation.
Your advancement IS your foundation.

ASPECTS — Support Foundation
Mars (Ruler 4th House) TRINE Mercury (Ruler 6th, 9th Houses) [4a17]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your foundation and your job, sickness, 

danger zone, and beliefs.

ASPECTS — Challenge Foundation
Mars (Ruler 4th House) SQUARE Sun (Ruler 8th House, Almuten 4th House) [0a49]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 

between your foundation and your debt, shared resources, foundation, and sanctuary.

Pluto in the 6th House SEMI-SQUARE Mars (Ruler 4th House) [0s38]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation 

coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and 

coworkers, affecting your foundation.

PLANETS in 4th House — Private, Personal, Part of Foundation
Mars, the Ruler of 4th, 11th Houses IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of 
your external foundation to channel the energy of anger, go after the things that you want, strengthen 

your foundation and stabilize your life, protect your privacy and recharge your batteries, pursue your 

dreams so you can acquire happiness, and attract the support of friends and benefactors.
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FOUNDATION: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s foundation. 

SAFETY: NOTES 

Moon-Related Safety Needs
Your subjective safety needs ARE your partner and your adversary IN your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness.
Your subjective safety needs ARE other people IN your personality, your appearance, and your happiness.

ASPECTS — Support Safety
Moon TRINE Mercury (6th, 9th Houses) [2a28]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your subjective safety needs and your job, 

sickness, danger zone, beliefs.

Moon SEXTILE Jupiter (Ruler 3rd, 12th Houses) [0s55]
There is an opportunity for support between your subjective safety needs and your comfort zone, habits 

and routines, vehicle of your adversity, blind spot.

SAFETY: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
safety. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 4th HOUSE AND THE MOON: OBSERVATIONS
Consider any connections between safety needs (attachments) and the foundation. 
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PART 4: JOB and ADVANCEMENT (6th and 10th Houses)

JOB: NOTES 

MERCURY-Related Job
Your understanding and communication ARE your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your story IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your danger zone IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your beliefs ARE your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Job
Mercury (Ruler 6th House) TRINE Moon (Ruler 7th House) [2a28]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your job and your partner and your 

adversary, and other people.

Mercury (Ruler 6th House) TRINE Mars (Ruler 4th, 11th Houses) [4a17]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your job and your foundation, sanctuary, 

aspirations and acquisitions, benefactor.

ASPECTS — Challenge Job
Uranus in the 1st House SESQUISQUARE Mercury (Ruler 6th House) [1a52]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by disruptions and unexpected events and issues with rejection, 

abandonment, and unreliability, coming from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, 
affecting your job and workplace environment.

JOB: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s job, work, service, and workplace relationships. 
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ADVANCEMENT: NOTES 

VENUS-Related Advancement
Your validation needs ARE your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your Core Values ARE your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your happiness IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your avatar IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your creativity IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your recreation & risk ARE your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

SATURN-Related Advancement
Your responsibility IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your authority IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your happiness IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your avatar IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your reputation IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your advancement IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

Mars Conjunct Saturn (4th/5th Houses)
Your foundation IS your advancement.
Your sanctuary IS your advancement.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your advancement.
Your benefactor IS your advancement.

ASPECTS — Support Advancement
Venus (Ruler 10th House) TRINE Saturn (Ruler 1st, 2nd House) [4s16]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your advancement and your avatar, 

happiness, money, skills and talents.

Uranus in the 1st House TRINE Venus (Ruler 10th House) [2a51]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and 

issues with rejection, abandonment, and unreliability, coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your reputation and advancement. 

Neptune in 7th House SEXTILE Venus (Ruler 10th House) [1s43]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations of 

other people, affecting your reputation and advancement. 

Saturn (Almuten 10th House) TRINE Venus (Ruler 5th, 10th, Almuten 1st) [4s16]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your advancement and your creativity, 

recreation and risk, reputation, advancement, happiness, avatar.
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Neptune in the 7th House SEXTILE Saturn (Almuten 10th House) [2a32]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations of 

other people, affecting your advancement. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Advancement
Pluto in 6th House SQUARE Venus (Ruler 10th House) [4a38]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your reputation 
and advancement. 

PLANETS in 10th House — Public, Affect Reputation & Use Advancement
Jupiter, the Ruler of 3rd, 12th Houses IN the 10th House
You post on social media and want to be famous for your ability to grow using your untapped potential, 
build and test your faith, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from the unexpected, to 

automate your life by creating habits and routines, sabotage yourself, and check your blind spot.

ADVANCEMENT: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
advancement and success. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 10TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between job and success/promotion/advancement? 
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PART 5: SICKNESS and ADVERSITY (6th and 12th Houses)

SICKNESS: NOTES 

MERCURY-Related Sickness
Your understanding and communication ARE your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your story IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your danger zone IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your beliefs ARE your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Sickness
Mercury (Ruler 6th House) TRINE Moon (Ruler 7th House) [2a28]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your sickness and your partner and your 

adversary, and other people.

Mercury (Ruler 6th House) TRINE Mars (Ruler 4th, 11th Houses) [4a17]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your sickness and your foundation, 

sanctuary, aspirations and acquisitions, benefactor.

ASPECTS — Challenge Sickness
Uranus in the 1st House SESQUISQUARE Mercury (Ruler 6th House) [1a52]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by disruptions and unexpected events and issues with rejection, 

abandonment, and unreliability, coming from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, 

affecting your sickness.

SICKNESS: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate 
to sickness. 
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VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: NOTES

JUPITER-Related Adversity
Your growth IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image and your advancement.
Your faith IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image and your advancement.
Your comfort zone IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image and your 

advancement.
Your habits & routines ARE the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image and 

your advancement.

ASPECTS — Support Adversity
Jupiter (Ruler 12th House) Sextile Moon (Ruler 7th House) [0s55]
There is an opportunity for support between the vehicle of your adversity and your partner and your 

adversary and other people.

VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate 
to self-sabotage and adversity. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 12TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between 6th house sickness and 12th house adversity/blind spot? 
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T his is the completed Notes & Observations for Karen Carpenter. When you have 
completed your Chart Interpretation Template for Karen Carpenter and assembled your 
Notes & Observations, they should look like this. 

To be more accurate, these are the Notes for Karen Carpenter. I have not included the 
observations — those are for you to create on your own. But having a copy of the chart notes will 
make it easier to work with the additional templates and tools you will be learning in this program. 

I have followed the precise model of the template, and kept the color-coding so that the text 

shown in red represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the variables in the template and the text 

shown in blue represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the house-related (personal puzzle piece) 
components. 

 

Karen Carpenter 
Notes & Observations
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PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of 
HAPPINESS (1st and 11th Houses)

PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of HAPPINESS (1st and 11th)

HAPPINESS: NOTES 

Moon-Related Happiness
Your subjective safety needs ARE your happiness IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your Emotional Guidance System IS your happiness IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your money IS your happiness IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your skills and talents ARE your happiness IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.

ASPECTS — Support Happiness
NEPTUNE in the 4th House SEXTILE MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your happiness. 

CHIRON in the 6th House TRINE MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by your core wound coming from your job, 

your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting 
your happiness. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Happiness
MOON (Ruler 1st House) OPPOSITE MERCURY (Ruler 4th, 12th) [3a19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your happiness 
and your foundation, sanctuary, the vehicle of your adversity, and your blind spot.

MOON (Ruler 1st House) OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 6th, 10th) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your happiness 
and your job, sickness, reputation, and advancement.

PLUTO in the 3rd House CONJUNCT MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an overriding energy caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your 
comfort zone and your habits and routines, affecting your happiness. 

HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
happiness. 
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PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: NOTES 

MARS-Related Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Your anger IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your ego IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your debt IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your shared resources ARE your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your 

sanctuary.

SUN-Related Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Your integrity IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your public and professional image and your 

advancement.
Your authentic Self IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your public and professional image and your 

advancement.

ASPECTS — Support Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
MARS (Ruler 11th House) TRINE VENUS (Ruler 5th, Almuten 7th, 10th) [3a54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and 
aspirations and your creativity, recreation & risk, partner & adversary, other people, reputation, and 

advancement.

ASPECTS — Challenge Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
MARS (Ruler 11th House) SESQUISQUARE MERCURY (Ruler 4th, 12th Houses) [2a06]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations and your 

foundation, sanctuary, vehicle of your adversity and your blind spot.

SUN (Almuten 11th House) OPPOSITE SATURN (Ruler 7th, 8th, 9th, Almuten 4th) [4a52]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your pursuit of 
happiness, dreams, and aspirations and your partner & adversary, other people, debt, shared resources, 

danger zone, beliefs, foundation, and sanctuary.

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the pursuit of happiness. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 1ST HOUSE AND 11TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Consider the dynamic between actual happiness and the pursuit of happiness. 
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PART 2: PROSPERITY (2nd and 8th Houses)

MONEY: NOTES 
MOON-Related Money
Your subjective safety needs ARE your money IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your Emotional Guidance System IS your money IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your happiness IS your money IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your avatar IS your money IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.

Part of Fortune-Related Money
JUPITER Rules Part of Fortune in Sagittarius In the 6th House
Your growth IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.
Your faith IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your 

employees and coworkers.

ASPECTS — Support Money & Prosperity
NEPTUNE in the 4th House SEXTILE MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your money. 

CHIRON in the 6th House TRINE MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by your core wound coming from your job, 

your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting 
your money and resources. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Money & Prosperity
MOON (Ruler 1st House) OPPOSITE MERCURY (Ruler 4th, 12th) [3a19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your money and 
your foundation, sanctuary, the vehicle of your adversity, and your blind spot.

MOON (Ruler 1st House) OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 6th, 10th) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your money and 
your job, sickness, reputation, and advancement.

PLUTO in the 3rd House CONJUNCT MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an overriding energy caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from 
your comfort zone and your habits and routines, affecting your money and resources. 

MONEY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
money. 
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DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Debt
Your responsibility IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your authority IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your partner & adversary ARE your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Other people ARE your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your danger zone IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your beliefs ARE your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your creativity IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your recreation & risk ARE your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.

MARS-Related Debt
Your anger IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your ego IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your benefactor IS your debt IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.

ASPECTS — Support Debt
MARS (Almuten 8th House) TRINE VENUS (Ruler 5th, Almuten 7th, 10th) [3a54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your debt and your creativity, recreation 

& risk, partner & adversary, other people, reputation, and advancement.

ASPECTS — Challenge Debt
SATURN (Ruler 8th House) OPPOSITE SUN (Ruler 3rd, Almuten 11th) [4a52]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your debt and 
your comfort zone, habits & routines, aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

CHIRON in the 6th House SQUARE SATURN (Ruler 8th House) [4s35]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers, affecting your debt and shared resources.

MARS (Almuten 8th House) SESQUISQUARE MERCURY (Ruler 4th, 12th Houses) [2a06]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between your debt and your foundation, sanctuary, vehicle of your adversity 

and your blind spot.
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PLANETS in 8th House — Create Debt & Use Shared Resources
VENUS, the Ruler of 5th, Almuten 7th, 10th Houses IN the 8th House
You will collaborate, use shared resources, ask for favors, or use other people’s money to experience and 

express love and appreciation, recognize the presence of your Core Values, express your creativity, 

have fun and take risks, know that the individuals in your life care about your happiness, appreciate 

the good qualities in other people, improve your reputation, increase your fame, and expand the 

reach of your brand, and be recognized, promoted, and honored.

DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
debt, obligations, and shared resources. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 2ND HOUSE AND 8TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Explore the relationship between 2nd house money and 8th house debt. 
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PART 3: FOUNDATION and SAFETY (4th House and the Moon)
FOUNDATION: NOTES 
MERCURY-Related Foundation
Your understanding and communication ARE your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your story IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
The vehicle of your adversity IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
Your job IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Your sickness IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your reputation IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your advancement IS your foundation IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Foundation
NEPTUNE in the 4th House TRINE MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) [4s52]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, 

and unrealistic expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your 
foundation.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) [0s45]
There is an opportunity for support caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your foundation.

ASPECTS — Challenge Foundation
MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) OPPOSITE MOON (Ruler 1st, 2nd Houses) [3a19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your foundation 
and your happiness, avatar, money, and skills & talents.

MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) SESQUISQUARE MARS (Ruler 11th, Almuten 8th) [2a06]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between your foundation and your aspirations & acquisitions, benefactor, 

debt, and shared resources.

PLANETS in 4th House — Private, Personal, Part of Foundation
SATURN, the Ruler of 7th, 8th, 9th, Almuten 5th House IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of your 
external foundation to meet your responsibilities, embody your authority, know that the individuals in 

your life care about your happiness, appreciate the good qualities in other people, repay your debts 

and discharge your obligations, merge your assets and manage your shared resources, venture into 

the unknown to acquire new information, support and defend your beliefs, express your creativity, 

and have fun and take risks.
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MARS, the Ruler of 11th, Almuten 8th House(s) IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of 
your external foundation to channel the energy of anger, go after the things that you want, repay your 

debts and discharge your obligations, merge your assets and manage your shared resources, pursue 

your dreams so you can acquire happiness, and attract the support of friends and benefactors.

FOUNDATION: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s foundation. 

SAFETY: NOTES 

Moon-Related Safety Needs
Your subjective safety needs ARE your money IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your skills and talents IN your comfort zone and your habits and 

routines.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your happiness IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your avatar IN your comfort zone and your habits and routines.

ASPECTS — Support Safety
NEPTUNE in the 4th House SEXTILE MOON [1s33]
There is an opportunity for support caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your subjective safety 
needs. 

CHIRON in the 6th House TRINE MOON [1s33]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by your core wound coming from your job, 

your workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting 
your subjective safety needs. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Safety
MOON OPPOSITE MERCURY (Ruler 4th, 12th) [3a19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your subjective 
safety needs and your foundation, sanctuary, the vehicle of your adversity, and your blind spot.

MOON OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 6th, 10th) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your subjective 
safety needs and your job, sickness, reputation, and advancement.

PLUTO in the 3rd House CONJUNCT MOON (Ruler 1st House) [1s33]
There is an overriding energy caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from 
your comfort zone and your habits and routines, affecting your subjective safety needs. 
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SAFETY: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
safety. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 4th HOUSE AND THE MOON: OBSERVATIONS
Consider any connections between safety needs (attachments) and the foundation. 
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PART 4: JOB and ADVANCEMENT (6th and 10th Houses)

JOB: NOTES 

JUPITER-Related Job
Your growth IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your faith IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your reputation IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your advancement IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
Your foundation IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sanctuary IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
The vehicle of your adversity IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your job IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Job
NEPTUNE in the 4th House TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [3s54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, 

and unrealistic expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your 
job and workplace environment.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEXTILE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [0a13 P]
There is an opportunity for support caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your job and 
workplace environment.

ASPECTS — Challenge Job
JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) OPPOSITE MOON (Ruler 1st, 2nd Houses) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your job and your 

happiness, avatar, money, and skills & talents.

PLUTO in the 3rd House OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [4s19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise caused by issues with 

power, control, and manipulation coming from your comfort zone and your habits and routines, 
affecting your job and workplace environment.

JOB: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s job, work, service, and workplace relationships. 
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ADVANCEMENT: NOTES 

JUPITER-Related Advancement
Your growth IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your faith IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your job IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sickness IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
Your foundation IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sanctuary IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

The vehicle of your adversity IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your advancement IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

VENUS-Related Advancement
Your validation needs ARE your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

Your Core Values ARE your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

Your creativity IS your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

Your recreation & risk ARE your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

Your partner & adversary ARE your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

Other people ARE your advancement IN your debts and your shared resources.

ASPECTS — Support Advancement
NEPTUNE in the 4th House TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [3s54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, 

and unrealistic expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your 
reputation and advancement.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEXTILE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [0a13 P]
There is an opportunity for support caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your reputation 
and advancement.

VENUS (Almuten 10th House) TRINE MARS (Ruler 11th, Almuten 8th) [3a54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your advancement and your aspirations & 

acquisitions, benefactor, debt, and shared resources.

ASPECTS — Challenge Advancement
JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) OPPOSITE MOON (Ruler 1st, 2nd Houses) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your advancement 
and your happiness, avatar, money, and skills & talents.
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PLUTO in the 3rd House OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [4s19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise caused by issues with 

power, control, and manipulation coming from your comfort zone and your habits and routines, 
affecting your reputation and advancement.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEMI-SQUARE VENUS (Almuten 10th House) [1a02]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration caused by your core wound coming from your job, your 

workplace environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your 
reputation and advancement.

PLANETS in 10th House — Public, Affect Reputation & Use Advancement
SUN, the Ruler of 3rd, Almuten 11th Houses IN the 10th House
You post on social media and want to be famous for your ability to align with your Personal Standards of 

Integrity, connect to your authentic “Big S” Self, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from 

the unexpected, automate your life by creating habits and routines, pursue your dreams so you can 

acquire happiness, and attract the support of friends and benefactors.

ADVANCEMENT: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
advancement and success. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 10TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between job and success/promotion/advancement? 
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PART 5: SICKNESS and ADVERSITY (6th and 12th Houses)

SICKNESS: NOTES 

JUPITER-Related Sickness
Your growth IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your faith IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your reputation IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your advancement IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
Your foundation IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sanctuary IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
The vehicle of your adversity IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your sickness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Sickness

NEPTUNE in the 4th House TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [3s54]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, 

and unrealistic expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your 
sickness.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEXTILE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [0a13 P]
There is an opportunity for support caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your sickness.

ASPECTS — Challenge Sickness
JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) OPPOSITE MOON (Ruler 1st, 2nd Houses) [2a20]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between your sickness and 
your happiness, avatar, money, and skills & talents.

PLUTO in the 3rd House OPPOSITE JUPITER (Ruler 6th House) [4s19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise caused by issues with 

power, control, and manipulation coming from your comfort zone and your habits and routines, 
affecting your sickness.

SICKNESS: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
sickness. 
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VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: NOTES

MERCURY-Related Adversity
Your understanding and communication IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your 

beliefs.
Your story IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your foundation IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sanctuary IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

Jupiter Conjunct Mercury
Your job IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your sickness IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your reputation IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your advancement IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Adversity
NEPTUNE in the 4th House TRINE MERCURY (Ruler 12th House) [4s52]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, 

and unrealistic expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your 
adversity.

CHIRON in the 6th House SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 12th House) [0s45]
There is an opportunity for support caused by your core wound coming from your job, your workplace 

environment, and your relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your adversity.

ASPECTS — Challenge Adversity
MERCURY (Ruler 12th House) OPPOSITE MOON (Ruler 1st, 2nd Houses) [3a19]
There is a direct conflict that can be resolved with balance and compromise between the vehicle of your 
adversity and your happiness, avatar, money, and skills & talents.

MERCURY (Ruler 12th House) SESQUISQUARE MARS (Ruler 11th, Almuten 8th) [2a06]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between the vehicle of your adversity and your aspirations & acquisitions, 

benefactor, debt, and shared resources.

VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
self-sabotage and adversity. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 12TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between 6th house sickness and 12th house adversity/blind spot? 
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T his is the completed Notes & Observations for Bob Fosse. When you have completed 
your Chart Interpretation Template for Bob Fosse and assembled your Notes & 
Observations, they should look like this. 

To be more accurate, these are the Notes for Bob Fosse. I have not included the observations — those 
are for you to create on your own. But having a copy of the chart notes will make it easier to work 
with the additional templates and tools you will be learning in this program. 

I have followed the precise model of the template, and kept the color-coding so that the text 

shown in red represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the variables in the template and the text 

shown in blue represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the house-related (personal puzzle piece) 
components. 

 

Bob Fosse Notes & 
Observations
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PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of 
HAPPINESS (1st and 11th Houses)

PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of HAPPINESS (1st and 11th)

HAPPINESS: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Happiness
Your responsibility IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your authority IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your benefactor IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
The vehicle of your adversity IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your happiness IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Happiness
SATURN (Ruler 1st House) TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [0a19 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your happiness and your reputation and 

advancement.

URANUS in the 1st House TRINE SATURN (Ruler 1st House) [0s55]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and 

issues with rejection, abandonment, and unreliability, coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your happiness. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Happiness
SATURN (Ruler 1st House) QUINCUNX SUN (Ruler 7th House) [0a43]
There is a fundamental incompatibility and lack of common ground between your happiness and your 

partner & adversary and other people.

PLUTO in the 5th House SESQUISQUARE SATURN (Ruler 1st House) [2a18]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your 

creativity and pursuit of fun, affecting your happiness. 

PLANETS in 1st House — Use Happiness Resources
JUPITER, the Ruler of 10th House IN the 1st House
You will use your personal interests and happiness to grow using your untapped potential, build and test 

your faith, improve your reputation, increase your fame, and expand the reach of your brand, and to 

be successful.
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HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
happiness. 

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Your responsibility IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your authority IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your happiness IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your avatar IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
The vehicle of your adversity IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your blind spot IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Pursuit of Happiness
SATURN (Ruler 11th House) TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [0a19 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and 
aspirations and your reputation and advancement.

URANUS in the 1st House TRINE SATURN (Ruler 11th House) [0s55]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and 

issues with rejection, abandonment, and unreliability coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Pursuit of Happiness
SATURN (Ruler 11th House) QUINCUNX SUN (Ruler 7th House) [0a43]
There is a fundamental incompatibility and lack of common ground between your pursuit of happiness, 
dreams, and aspirations and your partner & adversary and other people.

PLUTO in the 5th House SESQUISQUARE SATURN (Ruler 11th House) [2a18]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your 

creativity and pursuit of fun, affecting your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations. 

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the pursuit of happiness. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 1st HOUSE AND 11th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Consider the dynamic between actual happiness and the pursuit of happiness. 
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PART 2: PROSPERITY (2nd and 8th Houses)

MONEY: NOTES 

MARS-Related Money
Your anger IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your 

employees and coworkers.
Your ego IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your 

employees and coworkers.
Your danger zone IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.
Your beliefs ARE your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.

VENUS Conjunct Mars
Your comfort zone IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.
Your habits & routines ARE your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your 

relationships with your employees and coworkers.
Your debt IS your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your 

employees and coworkers.
Your shared resources ARE your money IN your job, your workplace environment, and your 

relationships with your employees and coworkers.

Part of Fortune-Related Money
VENUS, Ruler of Part of Fortune in TAURUS in 2nd House
Your validation needs ARE your money IN your money and resources.
Your Core Values ARE your money IN your money and resources.

PLANETS in 2nd House — Spend Your Money
MOON, the Ruler of 5th, 6th, Almuten 3rd House(s) IN the 2nd House
You will spend your money and use your skills and talents to manage your subjective safety needs, 
navigate towards better-feeling thoughts, express your creativity, have fun and take risks, lighten 

your workload and make your job easier, mask the symptoms of your sickness so you don’t have 

to change your behavior, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from the unexpected, and 

automate your life by creating habits and routines.

MONEY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
money. 
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DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: NOTES 
VENUS-Related Debt
Your validation needs ARE your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.
Your Core Values ARE your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.
Your comfort zone IS your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.
Your habits & routines ARE your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.

Mars Conjunct Venus
Your money IS your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with your 

employees and coworkers.
Your skills & talents ARE your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships 

with your employees and coworkers.
Your danger zone IS your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.
Your beliefs ARE your debt IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.

ASPECTS — Challenge Debt
VENUS (Ruler 8th House) SEMI-SQUARE SUN (Ruler 7th House) [0s10]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration between your debt and your partner & adversary, and 

other people.

VENUS (Ruler 8th House) SESQUISQUARE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [0a12]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between your debt and your reputation and advancement.

URANUS in the 1st House SESQUISQUARE VENUS (Ruler 8th House) [1a28]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by disruptions and unexpected events and issues with rejection, 

abandonment, and unreliability coming from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, 
affecting your debt and shared resources.

DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
debt, obligations, and shared resources. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 2ND HOUSE AND 8TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Explore the relationship between 2nd house money and 8th house debt. 
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PART 3: FOUNDATION and SAFETY (4th House and the Moon)
FOUNDATION: NOTES 

MERCURY-Related Foundation
Your understanding & communication ARE your foundation IN your job, your workplace environment, 

and your relationships with your employees and coworkers.
Your story IS your foundation IN your job, your workplace environment, and your relationships with 

your employees and coworkers.

ASPECTS — Challenge Foundation
MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) SQUARE MOON (Ruler 5th, 6th, Almuten 3rd House) [1a41]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your foundation and your creativity, recreation & risk, job, sickness, comfort zone, and habits 

& routines.

FOUNDATION: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that relates to the client’s foundation. 

SAFETY: NOTES 
Moon-Related Safety Needs
Your subjective safety needs ARE your creativity IN your money and resources.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your recreation & risk IN your money and resources.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your job IN your money and resources.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your comfort zone IN your money and resources.
Your subjective safety needs ARE your habits & routines IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Safety
NEPTUNE in the 6th House TRINE MOON [0s09 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, 

illusion, and unrealistic expectations coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your 

relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your subjective safety needs.

ASPECTS — Challenge Safety
MOON SQUARE MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) [1a41]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your subjective safety needs and your foundation and sanctuary.

SAFETY: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that relates to safety. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 4th HOUSE AND THE MOON: OBSERVATIONS
Consider any connections between safety needs (attachments) and the foundation. 
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PART 4: JOB and ADVANCEMENT (6th and 10th Houses)
JOB: NOTES 

MOON-Related Job
Your subjective safety needs ARE your job IN your money and resources.
Your Emotional Guidance System IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your creativity IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your recreation & risk IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your comfort zone IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your habits & routines ARE your job IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Job
NEPTUNE in the 6th House TRINE MOON (Ruler of 6th House) [0s09 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, 

illusion, and unrealistic expectations coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your 

relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your job and workplace environment.

ASPECTS — Challenge Job
MOON (Ruler 6th House) SQUARE MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) [1a41]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your job and your foundation and sanctuary.

PLANETS in 6th House — Require Hard Work
MERCURY, the Ruler of 4th House IN the 6th House
You expect to have to work hard and not be recognized or rewarded for it, and you will look for ways to 
lighten your load or to hire other people to communicate with others and validate your perceptions of 

reality, pursue the truth of your “Big S” Story, strengthen your foundation and stabilize your life, and 

protect your privacy and recharge your batteries.

VENUS, the Ruler of 3rd, 8th Houses IN the 6th House
You expect to have to work hard and not be recognized or rewarded for it, and you will look for ways to 
lighten your load or to hire other people to experience and express love and appreciation, recognize 

the presence of your Core Values, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from the unexpected, 

automate your life by creating habits and routines, repay your debts and discharge your obligations, 

and merge your assets and manage your shared resources.

MARS, the Ruler of 2nd, 9th Houses IN the 6th House
You expect to have to work hard and not be recognized or rewarded for it, and you will look for ways to 
lighten your load or to hire other people to channel the energy of anger, go after the things that you 

want, earn money and create prosperity, use your skills or develop your talents, venture into the 

unknown to acquire new information, and support and defend your beliefs.
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JOB: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s job, work, service, and workplace relationships. 

ADVANCEMENT: NOTES 

JUPITER-Related Advancement
Your growth IS your advancement IN your personality, your appearance, and your happiness.
Your faith IS your advancement IN your personality, your appearance, and your happiness.

ASPECTS — Support Advancement
JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) TRINE SATURN (Ruler 1st, 11th, 12th Houses) [0a19 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your advancement and your happiness, 

avatar, aspirations & acquisitions, benefactor, the vehicle of your adversity, and your blind spot.

ASPECTS — Challenge Advancement
JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) SQUARE SUN (Ruler 7th House) [0a23]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your advancement and your partner & adversary, and other people.

JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) SESQUISQUARE VENUS (Ruler 3rd, 8th Houses) [0a12]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action between your advancement and your comfort zone, habits & routines, debt, 

and shared resources.

URANUS in the 1st House CONJUNCT JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [ORB]
There is an overriding energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and issues with rejection, 

abandonment, and unreliability coming from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, 
affecting your reputation and advancement.

ADVANCEMENT: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
advancement and success. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 10th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between job and success/promotion/advancement? 
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PART 5: SICKNESS and ADVERSITY (6th and 12th Houses)

SICKNESS: NOTES 
MOON-Related Sickness
Your subjective safety needs ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your Emotional Guidance System IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your creativity IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your recreation & risk IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your comfort zone IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your habits & routines ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Sickness
NEPTUNE in the 6th House TRINE MOON (Ruler of 6th House) [0s09 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, 

illusion, and unrealistic expectations coming from your job, your workplace environment, and your 

relationships with your employees and coworkers, affecting your sickness.

ASPECTS — Challenge Sickness
MOON (Ruler 6th House) SQUARE MERCURY (Ruler 4th House) [1a41]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
between your sickness and your foundation and sanctuary.

PLANETS in 6th House — Use Resources of Your Sickness
MERCURY, the Ruler of 4th House IN the 6th House
Your sickness gives you an excuse not to communicate with others and validate your perceptions of 

reality, pursue the truth of your “Big S” Story, strengthen your foundation and stabilize your life, and 

protect your privacy and recharge your batteries.

VENUS, the Ruler of 3rd, 8th Houses IN the 6th House
Your sickness gives you an excuse not to experience and express love and appreciation, recognize the 

presence of your Core Values, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from the unexpected, 

automate your life by creating habits and routines, repay your debts and discharge your obligations, 

and merge your assets and manage your shared resources.

MARS, the Ruler of 2nd, 9th Houses IN the 6th House
Your sickness gives you an excuse not to channel the energy of anger, go after the things that you want, 
earn money and create prosperity, use your skills or develop your talents, venture into the unknown 

to acquire new information, and support and defend your beliefs.

SICKNESS: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
sickness. 
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VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: NOTES

SATURN-Related Adversity
Your responsibility IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your authority IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your aspirations & acquisitions ARE the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.
Your benefactor IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your danger zone and your beliefs.

ASPECTS — Support Adversity
SATURN (Ruler 12th House) TRINE JUPITER (Ruler 10th House) [0a19 P]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between the vehicle of your adversity and your 

reputation and advancement.

URANUS in the 1st House TRINE SATURN (Ruler 12th House) [0s55]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by disruptions and unexpected events and 

issues with rejection, abandonment, and unreliability coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting the vehicle of your adversity. 

ASPECTS — Challenge Adversity
SATURN (Ruler 12th House) QUINCUNX SUN (Ruler 7th House) [0a43]
There is a fundamental incompatibility and lack of common ground between the vehicle of your adversity 
and your partner & adversary and other people.

PLUTO in the 5th House SESQUISQUARE SATURN (Ruler 12th House) [2a18]
There is a minor annoyance or irritation that requires action and adjustments but that also creates 

resistance to taking action caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your 

creativity and pursuit of fun, affecting the vehicle of your adversity. 

VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
self-sabotage and adversity. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 12TH HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between 6th house sickness and 12th house adversity/blind spot? 
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T his is the completed Notes & Observations for Prince Charles. When you have completed 
your Chart Interpretation Template for Prince Charlesr and assembled your Notes & 
Observations, they should look like this. 

To be more accurate, these are the Notes for Prince Charles. I have not included the 
observations — those are for you to create on your own. But having a copy of the chart notes will 
make it easier to work with the additional templates and tools you will be learning in this program. 

I have followed the precise model of the template, and kept the color-coding so that the text 

shown in red represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the variables in the template and the text 

shown in blue represents the fill-in-the-blank answers to the house-related (personal puzzle piece) 
components. 

 

Prince Charles Notes 
& Observations
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PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of 
HAPPINESS (1st and 11th Houses)

PART 1: HAPPINESS and the PURSUIT of HAPPINESS (1st and 11th)

HAPPINESS: NOTES 

SUN-Related Happiness
Your integrity IS your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your authentic Self IS your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your money IS your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your skills & talents ARE your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your reputation IS your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your advancement IS your happiness IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.

ASPECTS — Challenge Happiness
PLUTO in the 1st House SQUARE SUN (Ruler 1st House) [5s51]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your happiness. 

CHIRON in the 4th House CONJUNCT SUN (Ruler 1st House) [5a48]
There is an overriding energy caused by your core wound coming from your personal, private life and 

your sanctuary, affecting your happiness. 

HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
happiness. 
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PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: NOTES 

MERCURY-Related Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
Your understanding & communication ARE your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private 

life and your sanctuary.
Your story IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your comfort zone IS your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your habits & routines ARE your aspirations and acquisitions IN your personal, private life and your 

sanctuary.

ASPECTS — Support Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
MERCURY (Ruler 11th House) SEXTILE SATURN (Ruler 6th, 7th, 8th, Almuten 4th) [1s41]
There is an opportunity for support between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations and your 

job, sickness, partner & adversary, other people, debt, and shared resources.

ASPECTS — Challenge Pursuit of Happiness (Aspirations & Acquisitions)
MERCURY (Ruler 11th House) SEMI-SQUARE MARS (Ruler 10th, Almuten 6th, 9th) [1s00]
There is a minor internal tension or frustration between your pursuit of happiness, dreams, and aspirations 
and your reputation, advancement, job, sickness, danger zone, and beliefs.

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the pursuit of happiness. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 1st HOUSE AND 11th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Consider the dynamic between actual happiness and the pursuit of happiness. 
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PART 2: PROSPERITY (2nd and 8th Houses)

MONEY: NOTES 

SUN-Related Money
Your integrity IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your authentic Self IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your happiness IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your avatar IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your reputation IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your advancement IS your money IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.

Part of Fortune-Related Money
SATURN, Ruler of Part of Fortune in AQUARIUS in 7th House
Your responsibility IS your money IN your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and 

expectations of other people.
Your authority IS your money IN your one-to-one relationships and your perceptions and expectations 

of other people.

ASPECTS — Support Money & Prosperity
SATURN (Ruler 2nd House) TRINE MOON (Ruler 12th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your money and the vehicle of your 

adversity and your blind spot.

SATURN (Ruler 2nd House) SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 3rd, 11th House) [1s41]
There is an opportunity for support between your money and your comfort zone, habits & routines, 

aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

PLANETS in 2nd House — Spend Your Money
SATURN, the Ruler of 6th, 7th, 8th, Almuten 4th House IN the 2nd House
You will spend your money and use your skills and talents to meet your responsibilities, embody your 

authority, lighten your workload and make your job easier, appreciate the good qualities in other 

people, repay your debts and discharge your obligations, merge your assets and manage your shared 

resources, strengthen your foundation and stabilize your life, and protect your privacy and recharge 

your batteries.

MONEY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
money. 
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DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Debt
Your responsibility IS your debt IN your money and resources.
Your authority IS your debt IN your money and resources.
Your job IS your debt IN your money and resources.
Your sickness IS your debt IN your money and resources.
Your partner & adversary ARE your debt IN your money and resources.
Other people ARE your debt IN your money and resources.
Your foundation IS your debt IN your money and resources.
Your sanctuary IS your debt IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Debt
SATURN (Ruler 8th House) TRINE MOON (Ruler 12th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your debt and the vehicle of your adversity, 

and your blind spot.

SATURN (Ruler 8th House) SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 3rd, 11th Houses) [1s41]
There is an opportunity for support between your debt and your comfort zone, habits & routines, 

aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

DEBT & SHARED RESOURCES: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
debt, obligations, and shared resources. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 2nd HOUSE AND 8th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
Explore the relationship between 2nd house money and 8th house debt. 
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PART 3: FOUNDATION and SAFETY (4th House and the Moon)

FOUNDATION: NOTES 

VENUS-Related Foundation
Your validation needs ARE your foundation IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.
Your Core Values ARE your foundation IN your personal, private life and your sanctuary.

ASPECTS — Support Foundation
NEPTUNE in the 4th House CONJUNCT VENUS (Ruler 4th House) [2s15]
There is an overriding energy caused by dissolving boundaries, fantasy, illusion, and unrealistic 

expectations coming from your personal, private life and your sanctuary, affecting your foundation.

PLUTO in the 1st House SEXTILE VENUS (Ruler 4th House) [0a10 P]
There is an opportunity for support caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming 
from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, affecting your foundation.

PLANETS in 4th House — Private, Personal, Part of Foundation
SUN, the Ruler of 1st, 2nd, Almuten 10th House IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of 
your external foundation to align with your Personal Standards of Integrity, connect to your authentic 

“Big S” Self, seek happiness, improve your physical appearance and look your best, earn money and 

create prosperity, use your skills or develop your talents, improve your reputation, increase your 

fame, and expand the reach of your brand, and be recognized, promoted, and honored.

MERCURY, the Ruler of 3rd, 11th Houses IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of 
your external foundation to search for a personal understanding of truth, question the reality of your 

“little s” story, expand your comfort zone to protect yourself from the unexpected, automate your life 

by creating habits and routines, pursue your dreams so you can acquire happiness, and attract the 

support of friends and benefactors.

VENUS, the Ruler of 4th House IN the 4th House
You will do your best to avoid being noticed and keep your actions private while you use the resources of 
your external foundation to meet your validation needs, recognize the presence of your Core Values, 
strengthen your foundation and stabilize your life, and protect your privacy and recharge your 

batteries.

FOUNDATION: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s foundation. 
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SAFETY: NOTES 

Moon-Related Safety Needs
Your subjective safety needs ARE the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image 

and your advancement. 
Your subjective safety needs ARE your blind spot IN your public and professional image and your 

advancement.

ASPECTS — Support Safety
Moon TRINE SATURN (Ruler 6th, 7th, 8th, Almuten 4th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your subjective safety needs and your job, 

sickness, partner & adversary, other people, debt, shared resources, foundation, and sanctuary.

SAFETY: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
safety. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 4th HOUSE AND THE MOON: OBSERVATIONS
Consider any connections between safety needs (attachments) and the foundation. 
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PART 4: JOB and ADVANCEMENT (6th and 10th Houses)

JOB: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Job
Your responsibility IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your authority IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your partner & adversary ARE your job IN your money and resources.
Other people ARE your job IN your money and resources.
Your debt IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your shared resources ARE your job IN your money and resources.
Your foundation IS your job IN your money and resources.
Your sanctuary IS your job IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Job

SATURN (Ruler 6th House) TRINE MOON (Ruler 12th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your job and the vehicle of your adversity, 

and your blind spot.

SATURN (Ruler 6th House) SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 3rd, 11th Houses) [1s41]
There is an opportunity for support between your job and your comfort zone, habits & routines, 

aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

JOB: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
the client’s job, work, service, and workplace relationships. 
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ADVANCEMENT: NOTES 
MARS-Related Advancement
Your anger IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your ego IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your job IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your sickness IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your danger zone IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your beliefs ARE your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

SUN-Related Advancement
Your integrity IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your authentic Self IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your happiness IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your avatar IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your money IS your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.
Your skills & talents ARE your advancement IN your creativity and pursuit of fun.

ASPECTS — Support Advancement
PLUTO in the 1st House TRINE MARS (Ruler 10th House) [4s23]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy caused by issues with power, control, and 

manipulation coming from your personality, your appearance, and your happiness, affecting your 
reputation and advancement.

ASPECTS — Challenge Advancement
PLUTO in the 1st House SQUARE SUN (Almuten 10th House) [5s51]
There is constant tension and frustration that requires you to take new action and make adjustments 
caused by issues with power, control, and manipulation coming from your personality, your appearance, 

and your happiness, affecting your reputation and advancement. 

CHIRON in the 4th House CONJUNCT SUN (Almuten 10th House) [5a48]
There is an overriding energy caused by your core wound coming from your personal, private life and 

your sanctuary, affecting your reputation and advancement. 

PLANETS in 10th House — Public, Affect Reputation & Use Advancement
MOON, the Ruler of 12th House IN the 10th House
You post on social media and want to be famous for your ability to manage your subjective safety needs, 

navigate towards better-feeling thoughts, sabotage yourself, and check your blind spot.

ADVANCEMENT: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that relates to advancement and success. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 10th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between job and success/promotion/advancement? 
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PART 5: SICKNESS and ADVERSITY (6th and 12th Houses)

SICKNESS: NOTES 

SATURN-Related Sickness
Your responsibility IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your authority IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your partner & adversary ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.
Other people ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your debt IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your shared resources ARE your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your foundation IS your sickness IN your money and resources.
Your sanctuary IS your sickness IN your money and resources.

ASPECTS — Support Sickness
SATURN (Ruler 6th House) TRINE MOON (Ruler 12th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between your sickness and the vehicle of your 

adversity, and your blind spot.

SATURN (Ruler 6th House) SEXTILE MERCURY (Ruler 3rd, 11th Houses) [1s41]
There is an opportunity for support between your sickness and your comfort zone, habits & routines, 

aspirations & acquisitions, and benefactor.

SICKNESS: OBSERVATIONS 
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
sickness. 
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VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: NOTES

MOON-Related Adversity
Your subjective safety needs ARE the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image 

and your advancement.
Your Emotional Guidance System IS the vehicle of your adversity IN your public and professional image 

and your advancement.

ASPECTS — Support Adversity
MOON (Ruler 12th House) TRINE SATURN (Ruler 6th, 7th, 8th, Almuten 4th House) [4a50]
There is an easy, constant, effortless flow of energy between the vehicle of your adversity and your job, 

sickness, partner & adversary, other people, debt, shared resources, foundation, and sanctuary.

VEHICLE OF ADVERSITY: OBSERVATIONS
Work from your notes and write a narrative that walks the client through the different puzzle pieces that relate to 
self-sabotage and adversity. 

DYNAMIC BETWEEN 6th HOUSE AND 12th HOUSE: OBSERVATIONS
What is the connection between 6th house sickness and 12th house adversity/blind spot? 


